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Sharks 

Sharks need to move so these employees are constantly on 

the go and looking for the next project or job tasks. As 

employees they have high autonomy and are happy to do 

their own thing. They thrive on the unexpected and prefer to 

problem solve their own way, seeking advice only when they 

do not succeed or get stuck.  

Sharks can bend rules to fit their need or goals or make their 

environment more comfortable. They love a challenge, dislike 

repetition and are always searching for a new opportunity to 

test their skills.  Boredom will make them restless and 

frustrated. They enjoy being inspirational to others, leading a team and work well with a 

mentor. When a shark becomes stressed or feels out of water in a new role or environment, 

it can become overactive and get busy, but this business is unproductive in completing the 

task. 

Sharks are strong and determined employees. They are willing to take risks, take charge 

where others are cautious and are bold in taking leadership with a group. Their enthusiasm 

can be misinterpreted as aggression. They are social and work well in groups but can still 

work effectively when separate from the team. Their social engagement remains the same 

across different environments, so working from home will not be too disruptive. Sharks can 

be intolerant and dismissive to team members that do not show energy and passion 

towards tasks, as they read the opposite style of working as ineffective in comparison to 

their risk-taking style. Sharks are content to work hard in teams, but they have a sharp bite 
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if devalued or under recognised or under employed at work. This means working from home 

or in isolation needs to be monitored to prevent disharmony. 

 

Supporting a Shark 

Most sharks respond to stress very well and remain consistent with coping under duress. If 

they do not cope well, they are equally as consistent in not managing. So, knowing their 

base coping style will determine the amount of support they will need form the organisation 

when working from home or in isolation. To support a shark, employers should create clear 

job tasks, delivery times and action goals. Give these employees space and room to grow. Be 

aware they are task orientated and enjoy a challenge and can get bored if there is not 

enough to do. Help them curve their enthusiasm away from being viewed as too aggressive 

or pushy and moderate it to be more inclusive. 

Employers can support sharks by providing them with a steady supply of tasks. They need 

routine check ins, as a mentor or to offer guidance (remember they are very independent 

and do not like to be told what to do, perhaps suggesting is a more effective way to 

communicate directions). Although fine on their own, they do not like long periods of time 

without company. Natural leaders, they like to take charge, often without noticing or asking. 

Linking them with virtual meetings and giving them team leader roles in isolation/work from 

home situations builds their social needs and utilises their skills. 

To keep them busy suggest providing them with self-development courses will help fill in 

time without being solely work orientated. 

 

Check-in Questions 

Ask them what the hurdles are working from home. 

What do they need from the workplace to be productive? 

How are they connecting with others and how often? 

Do they want more tasks? 

What ideas have they come up with? 

Work on encouraging them to be creative (what if?). 

How is their boredom tolerance going? 

What can we do to help? 

Are there any needs not covered? 
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Are they exercising and eating well? 

Who is at home with them for support? 

 

Octopus  

They like their own workspace and will set up before 

beginning and get irritated if anyone disturbs their 

territory. They do not enjoy being interrupted and can 

get quite frustrated with tech and IT problems, 

preferring one to one contact in person.  They have high 

efficiency rates, are loyal employees and good at 

communicating their needs. They can multitask and be 

across many different roles and tasks, which may give 

the impression they are not completing their work. This 

is not the case, Octopuses enjoy being challenged and 

are very comfortable having tentacles in many jobs, in fact pressure and stress works well 

for them. Working from home or in isolation can be a struggle if this pressure is removed 

from their workday. 

They find last minute changes difficult to adapt to, preferring information before they take 

action, take on tasks, or make a decision. They are good leaders because of how organised 

they can be, and function on many levels easily, and be across many departments and 

colleagues.  

 

How can an employee support? 

Employees can help by providing timetables to keep these employees on their usual work 

routine. They need plans and boundaries as they can become too focused on tasks, find it 

hard to switch off and tend to work overtime at home. To avoid a work and home blur, 

virtual timeclocks could help them check in and out. 

They need reward systems for working from home and can be disrupted by boredom or 

unstimulating tasks. Although happy to work on their own projects they are inspired and 

enjoy the competition of working with others, so virtual meetings and regular interaction 

with colleagues will help keep their endurance and productive high during isolation or 

working from home. 
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Check-in Questions 

How is the IT going and is there any problems needing help? 

How are they going keeping to timelines and deadlines, can we assist in anyway? 

What are they doing for down time? 

Have they been engaging in any of the social virtual meetings? 

Have they been able to set up a work routine at home? 

Are there many distractions at home? 

How are they setting up boundaries? 

Are we giving you enough information in a timely manner? 

What can we do to help? 

Are there any needs not covered? 

Are they exercising and eating well? 

Who is at home with them for support? 

 

Turtles 

Turtles are focused, empathic and hard 

working. They are happy to work alone and do 

not crave the company of work colleagues. That 

does not mean they do not need others rather 

they enjoy being around the team in peripheral 

way.  They tend to spend a lot of time 

daydreaming or processing information in a 

reflective way. Without leadership they can 

procrastinate or become slow to finish tasks. 

They are fine in unstructured environments and can adapt to changes as long as they feel 

supported, have enough warning and that there is some kind of process explained 

beforehand.  

At times they appear insensitive, but it is more likely they are bored or feeling frustrated 

with the interaction. The hard outer shell is often misleading as they can often shy away 

from seeking advice and help. Turtles do not like stressful workplaces, chaos or too much 

change. They respond to quiet, restful environments and will withdraw into their shells if 

tension become too high. 
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How can an employee support? 

Turtles need regular check ins even if they say they do not. It will take time to build trust 

and confidence with a Turtle but once established they are solid and steady employees, 

work wise and emotionally. Working from home can allow turtles to hide so communication 

is important, with the organisation and the teams. They do not like being crowded in and 

need personal space to work. They have strong values and mindsets about appropriate 

behaviour and rules, which may not be the collective culture and can lead to 

miscommunications. This does not mean it is problematic only that they can be the voice 

that challenges the status quo or holds others accountable for decisions and actions. Feeling 

connected works with their productivity. 

 

Check-in Questions 

How often would they like to touch base? 

Do they want a phone call/video contact or group email? 

Have they enough to do? 

Are they in contact with their colleagues? 

Have they got enough guidelines and support? 

How are they travelling in general? 

What are the hurdles they have faced? 

Are their team communicating with them? 

Are they linking in with the virtual social platforms provided? 

How is that communication going? 

What can we do to help? 

Are there any needs not covered? 

Are they exercising and eating well? 

Who is at home with them for support? 
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Dolphins 

These employees are highly socially intelligent 

and working from home might be a struggle 

without a lot of interaction with others. They are 

creative and work best balancing work 

performance with social harmony. They are 

inspired by others and work to please the team. 

Good communicators and easily approachable, 

they keep teams working together and enjoy 

harmony between colleagues. They need to 

share problems to find solutions. These employees bounce of others, love brainstorming 

and are spontaneous thinkers. So, isolation can impact on their productivity. 

They respond best to environments that are calm, peaceful and tranquil. If their home office 

is not like this, they will struggle to cope. They are unstructured and often impulsive in the 

working habits and like to change their approach, which makes them adaptable to working 

from home or isolation. Dolphins have one eye on now and the other on the future so 

keeping them well informed is important. Very self-aware they respond to ongoing self-

development and personal challenges and are good facilitators for the team when investing 

in personal growth. Playful and positive, dolphins are often misjudged and seen to lack 

strength, but dolphins are fearless when challenged or if they need to protect others.  

 

How to Support your employee 

Having regular virtual meetings, brain storming options and utilising IT to keep connected 

will keep dolphins on track and reduce isolation stress. Working from home may lead to 

dolphins taking short cuts so employers should offer guidance and social interaction (let 

them organise the watercooler virtual meetings) to help tap into their strengths and create 

consistency with onsite routines. As people are so intrinsic to their performance outcomes, 

public reward for a job well done is important to maintain interest, self-esteem and 

endurance, particular on long term tasks.   

 

Check-in Questions 

How are they adjusting to working on their own? 
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Are they connecting daily with the team? 

How is that going? 

What are the hurdles for them? 

Do they have enough support? 

What else can we provide to help keep them on tasks? 

What frustrations have you been experiencing? 

What are you happy or proud to have achieved so far? 

What other social connections do you think we need? 

What can we do to help? 

Are there any needs not covered? 

Are they exercising and eating well? 

Who is at home with them for support? 

 

Orcas 

Orcas are strong and determined employees with 

big hearts and generous with their time. They thrive 

on intellectual stimulation and value their 

independence. They are happy working either on 

their own or in team environments, as long as they 

have a chance to work with some level of 

autonomy. Often larger than life in person, they 

have the ability to bring people together and have 

endless compassion. Smart and perceptive, they are the team observer and can gauge the 

emotional climate in the team.  

They love joint leadership and supporting others to do their best. Because they enjoy 

interactions with others, working from home/alone can be difficult as the incidental human 

contact is valuable to an Orca. At times they can become distraction and be easily side-

tracked by wondering what others are doing or how they are coping. If family or children are 

in the home, they might find the temptation to join in or look after their needs, delaying 

deadlines. These means their social need is high. To work efficiently they should leave their 

social media tools out of the workspace and have a separate office space away from others. 
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Orcas are quickly engaged in new ideas or novel situations, thrive on feedback and tend to 

take on too much which can lead to burn out. They are conscientious, agreeable, careful and 

responsible employees. Willing to help out and chip in when needed. As such they can often 

help out too much with others or as leaders, rather than letting others problem solve or fail 

in order to learn and develop. Great communicators they are skilled and working out novel 

ways to rephrase or rethink problems to help move others away from being stuck. 

 

How employees support Orcas 

Support Orcas to have work allocated times and spaces when working off-site.  They need 

defined areas to keep focus. Creating mutually agreeable boundaries on supporting others 

and their responsibility to others will allow an Orca to separate their need to help against 

emotional and work burn out.  

Their skills are in communicating and emotional intelligence so they will need daily contact 

from teams or the organisation, to understand what is happening and how they can 

contribute. As they are often the centre of teams helping them be on the front foot in a 

crisis builds their confidence and can settle teams quickly.  

 

Check-in Questions 

Are they finding the work stimulating enough? 

Do they need more challenging tasks? 

Is there anything you need from us to support you? 

How is the team managing? 

What are the hurdles being experienced? 

Are you stepping away from work and relaxing? 

What downtime actions are you taking? 

How are feeling emotionally? 

How are your energy levels? 

How are managing your workload? 

Can we support the team and how? 

What can we do to help? 
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Are there any needs not covered? 

Are they exercising and eating well? 

Who is at home with them for support? 


